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ABSTRACT 
The present-day world is filled with numerous valuable 

personal digital devices that need to be well safe-guarded. To 

see ample of U.S populace still suffering in the hands of 

impostors and fraudsters of different kinds, despite 

technological advancement in such great nation is worrisome. 

Other nations are not spared of this security menace and  

perpetrators. Cases of break-in of keyboard embedded or 

plugged-in devices become alarming day-in-day-out [8]. 

Many authentication mechanisms’ failures in vital devices 

like smartphones, tablets and laptops have been reported 

recently. PIN, which stands for Personal Identification 

Numbers and pattern drawing have been used frequently as 

authentication methods, especially on devices that use 

keyboards [6]. However, these devices are still susceptible to 

shoulder surfing occurrence [6]. Alternatively, keystroke 

dynamics which authenticates genuine owners of these 

devices, based on their typing manner has been studied for 

many years, but less utilized in these very important gadgets. 

Keystroke dynamics can help more in reducing these 

authentication problems being faced by these owners, by 

examining the password typed or patterns made, more 

essentially with how a user types (the time speed and all 

others) [6]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Keystroke dynamics gives better insights on typing rhythms, 

which distinguish among keyboard embedded or keyboard 

plugged-in device users. This has been recommended for 

detecting impostors, which may be internal or external in any 

environment. This is another biometric identifier, yet to be 

fully harnessed in most critical devices making use of 

keyboards for access. With keystroke dynamics, impostors 

attempting to authenticate using compromised passwords 

could be detected and rejected, since typing rhythms differ 

significantly from that of the genuine users [1]. 

Many different techniques and uses for keystroke dynamics 

have been proposed in recent researches. The main objective 

of this study is centered on collecting keystroke dynamics 

dataset already available in the public domain, evaluating and 

developing detection procedures from this dataset. Results 

from these measures and performance are then compared to 

other similar researches. To be specific, this research effort 

has considered using the work done by [1] as case study, by 

improving on their dataset. Essentially, this work adopted [1]  

dataset in realizing another refined detection effect. 

2. RELATED WORK 
From work that was done by these duo – [1], same password 

was typed in 400 times via a precise keyboard connected to a 

computer system by each of the 51 subjects or users employed 

in [1] study. A 10-character password, which was manually 

generated by these researchers, was typed in by [1] subjects. 

The 10-character password included a number, an upper-case 

letter, lower-case letters and a dot or punctuation character, to 

conform with the general perception of a strong password. 

Eventually,  password as shown below was generated:  

.tie5Roanl 

Timing features’ extraction: In [1] research, all the timing 

features derived from users’ typing were used. However, 

some of these timing features were discovered to be 

correlated, and some were linearly dependent (for instance, 

each keydown-keydown time can be decomposed into the sum 

of a hold-time and a keyup-keydown time). The collected 

typing data from the 51 subjects, each typing 400 repetitions 

of the password generated, were classified as keydown-

keydown times, keyup-keydown times, and hold times for all 

keys in the password. For this password, 31 timing features 

were extracted and organized into vectors. In fact, [1] laudable 

work did provide useful dataset and evaluation methods that 

are now made publicly available and shared all over the 

research community. It will be reiterated that the dataset fully 

exploited in this study is gotten from this great research effort. 

However, [1] were able to evaluate each of 14 detectors 

(algorithms) proven to work well with authentication, using 

the password-timing data they successfully came up with. 

Each detector was trained and tested with same procedures 

and dataset in turn. The anomaly scores resulting from each 

detector were then converted into standard measures of errors, 

to finally come up with how each detector fared better than 

the other. 

3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Defining Dataset 
The [1]) typing samples of multiple users gotten from public 

domain were used to find decision frontiers that can be used 

to distinguish each user from the other in this study. All 

typing feature sets studied and extracted from this dataset 

from [1], i.e. features considered useful in this study are as 

listed:  

 Enter: The Enter key is part of the password;  

 Keydown-Keydown: The time between the key presses 

of consecutive keys;  

 Keyup-Keydown: The time between the release of one 

key and the press of the next;  

 Hold: Time between the press and release of each key. 

3.2 Data Collection 
The first step in this study data evaluation was to collect 
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sample of keystroke-timing data from work that was done on 

similar research on keystroke dynamics as earlier mentioned. 

A csv file of the timing data collected, which was thereafter 

loaded into R programming environment for onward 

processing is a file shown in parts as shown in Figure 1 & 

Figure 2. 

3.3 R for the Analysis & Experimentation 
Any authentication method should be able to determine any 

genuine user, if it must be fully accepted as being real. 

Moreover, verification of user’s identity is considered as the 

most important means of validating any authentication 

method. In realizing these facts, R language was adopted in 

refining and analyzing dataset in this research 

implementations. The main objective for R use in this study is 

to provide statistical support in the analysis of data, assisting 

in biometric experiments, illustrating statistical inferences, 

and for the presentation of  visual results [7]. R can also assist 

in automating scientific computing to minimize cost [7]. 

3.4 Title and Authors 
Olusola holds BSc Computer Science, MTech Computer 

Science (Information Networks), & MSc Information 

Technology degrees. He’s been admitted for a PhD study in 

Information Security, University of the Cumberlands (UC).  

Olusola is a husband, a father and a life-long learner. 

Damilola holds BSc, MSc Information Technology degrees, 

Hood College - Maryland. She’s a wife and a caring mother. 

Damilola is also an ardent researcher with special interest in 

experimentation and innovations in digital device usage and 

safety.    

3.5 Timing Features Used 
 

Table 1. Showing study timing features from raw data 

Keys 

pressed 

Down-down 

(DD) 

representations 

on CSV file 

Keys 

pressed  

Down-down 

(DD) 

representation 

on csv file 

(1) . DD.period (6) 

Shift+r+o 

DD.Shift.r.o 

(2) t+i DD.t.i (7) o+a DD.o.a 

(3) I+e DD.i.e (8) a+n DD.a.n 

(4) e+5 DD.e.five (9) n+l DD.n.l 

(5) 

5+Shift+r 

DD.5.Shift.r (10) 

n+Return 

DD.l.Return 

 

3.6 Experiment 
The collected raw dataset used by these researchers [1], was 

pre-processed in other to have more efficient dataset to work 

with. However, this research study total pre-processed dataset 

was still 20,400 as [1], (i.e. 51 subjects multiplied by 400 

times, for each subject’s typing as the original dataset). In 

contrast, the dataset timing features was narrowed down in 

this study, as seen in Table 1, using only the keydown-

keydown times, since keyup-keydown times and hold times 

have made up this. The pre-processed data was then loaded in 

R environment (See Figure 3), which then became the new 

test dataset for this work – named DSLxx.csv (See Figure 1 & 

Figure 2), to compute the means and standard deviations for 

each user’s typing of password done 400 times (See Figure 4 

& Figure 5). Finally, the overall mean of the means and the 

overall mean of the standard deviations were also computed. 

These overall means and overall standard deviations were 

eventually graphed using R as shown in Figure 6, Figure 7, 

Figure 8, Figure 9. The R codes’ depiction for the whole 

computation and experimentation as shown in Figure 10.  

3.7 Results 
As can be seen from the below plots (See Figure 7 & Figure 

9), one can deduce that each of the 51 users still has different 

typing speeds. These different typing speeds can be used to 

identify each one differently on same computer system. These 

dissimilar typing speeds realized can further be developed and 

programed into any keyboard embedded or keyboard keyed-in 

device, to help identify each user the next time they want to 

use same computer system. To comprehend these results 

better, these should be studied alongside the R codes that 

generated the results (see Figure 10). However, all results 

including training and classification times are directly 

associated with any typical keyboard enabled device. 

3.8 Advantages of the Technology 
The main goal is to be able to continually ascertain the 

identity of anyone, based on typing speed on any device that 

uses keyboard. Physiological biometrics are known to be 

more efficient and safer; yet they command high cost because 

expert device is needed to detect features [3]. However, of all 

other biometrics systems, keystroke dynamics has been 

perceived to be very economical, since computer keyboard 

and few other analytic tools are required [2]. Training time of 

users is minimal, and ease of use is very high. Public 

acceptability for keystroke dynamics is very high, since no 

prejudices against it yet [2]. With Keystroke dynamics, the 

fear of users forgetting, or misplacing access credentials will 

be reduced, so also the fear of having security credentials in 

wrong hands [4].  However, security and privacy parameters 

that must still be considered are user authentication, access 

control, data integrity, non-repudiation, content protection, 

and others [8].  It is also studied that more robust 

authentication systems can be designed and developed with 

keystroke dynamics than the traditional password [9].
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Figure 1: CSV file containing pre-processed data of 20400 entries partly shown 

 

Figure 2: CSV file containing pre-processed data of 20400 entries partly shown 
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Figure 3: CSV data loaded into R environment for each user’s typing of password which shows 20,400 total entries 

 

Figure 4: Computed mean data for each user’s typing of password done 400 times 
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Figure 5: Computed standard deviation for each user’s typing of password done 400 times. 

 

Figure 6: The calculated overall mean of means of each user’s typing of password done 400 times 
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Figure 7: Plot of overall mean of means columns against Users’ ID rows 

 

Figure 8: The calculated overall mean of standard deviations for each user’s typing of password done 400 times 
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Figure 9: Plot of overall means of standard deviations column against Users’ ID rows 

 

Figure 10: R Codes that generated results 

4. CONCLUSION 
To gain wider acceptance, a strong method of authentication 

should be able to provide one or more key factors of 

identification to improve security [4]. These factors of 

identification are: something we know, something we have, 

and lastly something we are [4]. However, something we 

have, based on our behavior can play far better role in 

proofing that we are who we proclaim to be. Therefore, 

keystroke dynamics study, which capability is based on 

something we have should be accorded a much wider 

implementation in our present day vulnerable digital society, 

to ensure greater safety of critical data on keyboard embedded 

or plugged-in devices. Rigorous continuous sourcing for 

rawer dataset is been made, in preparation for further work on 

this study. Several researches are presently on-going for 

keystroke dynamics to further strengthen PIN-based 

authentication [6]. Hence, more will be added to the body of 

knowledge in this key area of study until keystroke dynamics 

takes a complete firm root in this present time and beyond. 

This study pre-processed dataset can be found in 

https://github.com/Olusola-

cloud/Projects/blob/master/DSLxx.csv. This is made available 

https://github.com/Olusola-cloud/Projects/blob/master/DSLxx.csv
https://github.com/Olusola-cloud/Projects/blob/master/DSLxx.csv
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to anyone that may like to explore more on keystroke 

dynamics, using some of the publicly available dataset. 
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